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Lee weight is more appropriate for some practical situ tions than Hamming 
weight. Bounds over the number of parity checks in terms of Hamming weight 
have been obtained, but such a detailed study is not available in terms of Lee 
weight. In this paper, considering Lee weight, we obtain a necessary bound 
over the number of parity checks to correct a message whichhas both clustered 
errors and errors in separate positions. Also there is a bound for codes correcting 
bursts with limited intensity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Burst error correcting codes are developed to protect clustered errors over a 
particular length. These types of errors occur in many situations. One important 
and practical situation is that in which the message is disturbed over a particular 
length together with occasional disturbances, thus creating simultaneously burst 
as well as random errors. Not much attention has been paid to the burst error 
correction together with the random error correction (Peterson and Weldon, 
1972); of course, some work of Sharma and Dass (1974) deals with the problem 
of simultaneously correcting random and burst errors considering the Hamming 
distance/weight (Berlekamp, 1968) of a code. 
A generalized istance introduced by Lee (1958) is more suitable for phase 
modulation (Berlekamp, 1968), as it takes into account he magnitude of the 
changes. In this paper we consider the correction of bursts with a given Lee 
weight or of bursts with a given intensity. 
In  what follows we confine ourselves to a linear code which is a subspace 
of the set of all n-tuples over F(q); a ring or a field of integers with q elements 
where q is to be taken as a prime number when F(q) is a field q > 2 (see 
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Berlekamp, 1968). Also, we define the modular value ~(a)  of an element a ~ F(q) 
by 
~(a) - - - -a  if 0 <~ a ~ q/2, 
-- q - -  a if q/2 < a <~ q - -1 ,  
and then for a given vector u (al ,a2 .... ,an), ai~F(q),  the Lee weight 
WL(u) of u is given by 
wL(u) = ~ ~(ai). 
i=1 
We now make following definitions for our study: 
DEFINITION 1.1. A burst of length b and Lee weight WE is a vector of Lee 
weight WE whose nonzero entries are confined to b-consecutive positions, the 
first and the last of which are nonzero. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A burst of length b and intensity a is a vector of length n 
whose nonzero entries are confined to b-consecutive positions, the first and the 
last of which are nonzero, and no entry has a modular value exceeding a. 
In Section 2 we study the correction of those error patterns which are either 
vectors correcting e or fewer errors over the whole code length or I/V L errors 
lying in at most b-c0nsecutive positions. In Section 3 we study the correction 
of bursts with Lee-weight constraint and limited intensity. 
In determining the Lee weight of a vector an entry a has a contribution 
~(a)  which, for all a's, if q is even and a ~ q/2 or if q is odd, is obtained by two 
different entries a as well as q - -  a. Thus for the Lee weight there may be two 
equivalent values of ~(a),  which we shall refer to as repetitive equivalent values 
of a. The number of repetitive equivalent values of a will be denoted by e , ,  
which is equal to either 1 or 2. 
In what follows we shall denote by {x} the nearest integer not less than x and 
by Ix] the largest integer contained in x. 
2. NECESSARY BOUND FOR CORRECTING RANDOM AND BURST F~RRORS 
The problem here is to find all vectors of Lee weight e or less and additional 
patterns of Lee weight I/V L or less which are bursts of length b or less. We obtain 
in the next two lemmas the numbers of these patterns eparately. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  P denotes all vectors of length n and Lee weight e or less, theft 
W" = ~ P(N, n, [q/2]), (1) 
N=0 
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where for an integer N ~ O, 
ql~ n! 
P(N, n, @21) = E Z e~* -'- ~x k=l ,'0.~-t ...... ,~ ro! rfl r~! eK (2) 
and the ri's are integers uch that 
ro-k rz + "" + r,c = n, ric >~ l, ri >~ O, i v~ K, (3) 
r~ + 2r~ + "" + KrK = AT. (4) 
Proof. We consider partitions of an integer N (~e), the largest entry in 
which is exactly equivalent to K (1 ~ K ~ [q/2]). If r i is the number of times i
or an entry equivalent to i occurs, then the number of vectors of length n that 
can be formed by filling n positions from the integer 0, 1,..., K is given by 
n ! . ¢1 VK 
r0! rl! "" rg! el "'" eg .  (5) 
Conditions (3) and (4) immediately follow, as the total number of entries is n 
and their sum is N. Now summing (5) for all possible values of ri's and of K 
(from 1 to [q/2]), we get (2). Finally, V ~ is obtained by summing (2) for all 
possible values of N which range from 0 to e. 
LEMMA 2.2. I f  B(b, WL , e + 1) is the total number of vectors of length n 
over F(q) which are bursts having length not greater than b and having a Lee 
weight between e + 1 and WL , then 
b 
, B wL 'e+l  B(b,W~ e+l )= Z:  ,~ ' 
.,=1 (6) 
where/~ WL'~+l the number of bursts of length m having a Lee weight between e + 1 --q'tl. 
and WL , is given by 
B wu'~+~ =0 ife >/ [q/2] 
M 
= n ~ ei for e < [q72], 
i~e+l  
where M min([q/2], WL) and for m >/2, 
B WL,~+~ = (n - m + 1) ~n 
where 
WL 
Y_., z~(v), 
~=e÷l 
L 1 L- 
al=l A2=I 
(7) 
(8) 
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and 
a.a,, _x v2 (m -- 2)[ 
K=M 1 ro,r 1 . . . . .  r K ro ! r l !  . . .  FK  ! " '"  e K , 
r o , r I ,..., r K being integers, such t at 
Proof. 
(9) 
ro+qq- ' "+rx=m--2  rK>~ I, ri ~>0, i@K,  (10) 
rl + 2r2 47 "'" + Kr  K = ~ --  A 1 -ha ,  
m --  2 ' M~ = min(~ 7 -- h 1 --  h2, [q/2]), (11) 
L 2 = min(~/ --  hi, [q/2]) L 1 = min(~ -- 1, [q/2]). (12) 
Consider a burst of length m in which the first and last entries 
take the values 11 (=/-0),)t 2 (=/=0). I f we want to make its Lee weight ~ then we 
are required to make up a sum with m -- 2 entries drawn from F(q) taking 
their equivalent values from the set {0, 1,..., [q/2]}. One of these entries will 
have the greatest equivalent value, say K, occurring rK (>~1) times. Therefore 
the total number of bursts of length m with a given starting position, K as the 
largest equivalent entry, the first and last entries equivalent o )t 1 and ~2 and 
the total Lee weight ~7, is given by 
M2 (m - -  2)l  
e~lea~ Z E . . . . .  ~, r~ ~K (13) 
K=M 1 r0.~'l . . . . .  r K r0 ! r l [  . . .  rK  [ e l  e2 . . . .  e K , 
where summation is over all values of r0, r 1 ,..., r K satisfying (10) and for K 
from M 1 to M 2 given by (11). Now summing (13) for different values of Al's, Az's 
from 1 to L 1 and 1 to L2, given by (12), we get T~(~?), which is just the total 
number of bursts of weight 7, length m with a specific starting position. Since 
a burst of length m over a vector of length n can have (n --  m + 1) starting 
positions, B~L "e+l is obtained by summing (8) over ~/ from e + 1 to Wz and 
then multiplying it by n -  m + 1. Finally, summing over m, we obtain 
B(b, WL , e -k 1). 
The Lower Bound 
By (1) and (6) the total number of error patterns for a code simultaneously 
correcting errors of Lee weight e or less and bursts of length b or less with Lee 
weight WL or less is 
V e + B(b, WL,  e + 1). (14) 
THEOREM 2.1. A linear code of length n that simultaneously corrects errors of 
Lee weight e or less and bursts of length b or less with Lee weight W L or less should 
have at least 
logq(V e @ B(b, WL,e  @ 1)) (15) 
parity checks. 
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Proof. The number of cosets is qn-k, and since a linear (n, k) code should 
have at least as many cosets as the number of error patterns, 
qn-k >/ V e 5- B(b, WL , e 5- 1); 
that is, 
n --  k >~ log~(V~ + B(b, WE, e 5- 1)). 
This proves the theorem. 
Particular Cases 
The weight constraint over the burst  can be removed by taking WL to the 
maximum possible for a burst of length b. This requires that we take WE ~ b[q/2]. 
The result in that case reduces to the one given by the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. A linear code of length n that simultaneously corrects errors 
of Lee weight e or less and any burst of length b or less shouM have at least 
logq(V e 5- B(b, b[q/2], e 5- 1)) (16) 
parity checks. 
On the other hand, we can derive results for burst correction only. 
This requires the dropping of the random error correction constraint. Taking 
e = 0, the corresponding result, that is obtained, can be given in the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. A linear code of length n that corrects bursts of length b 
or less with Lee weight WL or less should have at least 
log~((1 5- B(b, WL,  1)) (17) 
parity checks. 
This result has been obtained ifferently by Sharma and Goel (1975). A bound 
for random error correction can also be deduced from the result obtained above. 
This requires the dropping of the burst correction constraint. So we must 
take b = n and WL = e, giving B(b, WL,  e + 1) = 0. The result so obtained 
can be given in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.3. A linear code of length n that corrects errors of Lee weight 
e or less shouM have at least 
logq V ~ (18) 
parity checks. 
This result was obtained earlier in different forms by Berlekamp (1968) and 
by Sharma and Goel (1975). 
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Special Cases for q = 2, 3 
When q = 2, 3 the Lee distance coincides with the Hamming distance. The 
bounds corresponding to (15), (16), and (17) under Hamming distance have 
been obtained by Sharma and Dass (1974) and Dass (1975). The result (18) for 
q = 2, 3 coincides with the Hamming sphere pack bound. 
3. BOUNDS FOR CORRECTING BURSTS WITH L IMITED 
INTENSITY AND LEE ~VEIGHT 
Here we have the situation in which the effect of the noise on a single 
position is no greater than an intensity a (<[q/2]) and the errors occur in bursts. 
In other words our error patterns are bursts with specified Lee weights and no 
nonzero entry has an equivalent value greater than a. 
To obtain the required bound we count the number of bursts of length b or 
less with no entry exceeding a (<[q/2]) in equivalent value, with the Lee weight 
of all the entries in the burst equal to or less than W L . 
The number of bursts of length 1 over a vector of length n with entries not 
exceeding a (~<WL) and with Lee weight WL or less is 
n(2a), (19) 
since each entry from 1 to a can be obtained in two ways. 
In general, the number of bursts of length i (>/2) can be deduced from Lemma 
2.2 for e = 0 and a in place of [q/2]. Thus if B~,L denotes the restriction of 
B~L '1 for entries not exceeding a in equivalent values, then the total number of 
bursts of length i and bounded intensity a is 
Bw L. (20) 
Therefore the total number of bursts of length b or less, when no entry exceeds 
a and the Lee weight of all entries is W L or less, including a burst of zero 
length, is given by 
O 
1 q- n(2a) + ~ BW~. (21) 
i=2 
Having calculated the total number of correctable patterns, we now have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. A linear code of length n that corrects all bursts of length b or 
less having a Lee weight WL or less with no entry exceeding a must have at least 
logq 1 q-n(2a) + 2 ~.=,  (22) 
/=2 ' / 
parity checks. 
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Some wel l -known results can easily be formulated as particular cases of the 
bound given in (22). 
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